
from the outset.-8 When appropriate, bereavement coun-
selling should be available.
Unaccompanied children will mainly be placed in foster

care or children's homes, particularly if they have learning
difficulties, physical handicap, or behavioural or psychiatric
disorders. In Britain local authorities will be responsible for
identifying, screening, supervising, and supporting foster
parents.9 Concern was expressed at the meetings about some
private fostering and adoption activities. Every attempt
should be made to provide a cultural, religious, and ethnic
match between foster parents and the children; an absence of
these, however, should not exclude otherwise ideal foster
parents-as last month's white paper on adoptions counsels.10
An adult, ideally of the same nationality, should be appointed
for each unaccompanied child at the time of his or her arrival
to support their needs throughout their time as a refugee.
The imbalance between the resources provided for refugee

children and those for children from deprived families in the
host country will provoke debate. In many cases the extreme
suffering experienced by many refugee children justifies any
imbalance. In addition, attending to the needs of refugee
children may bring benefits to other children in the host
country-for example, by reviewing and highlighting gaps in
services. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, govern-
ments need to decide what proportion of the world's refugee

children they are willing to accept and to provide for them
according to the standards outlined above.
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Left handedness

Reduces the life spanfor 10% ofthe population

Philosophers have long debated what distinguishes humans
from animals-the capacity for language or for rational
thought; the use of culture and symbolic exchange; or the use
of tools. Stanley Coren's recent book on left handedness came
up with a rather novel proposal that "not only have human
beings developed a dominant hand, but also they exhibit a
species wide preference for the right side as the dominant one.
In no other species are these two characteristics, consistent
handedness and right sidedness, both present."I

Martin Heidegger is perhaps the only major philosopher to
have put forward a similar argument, in his commentaries
on Parmenides, when he claimed that no other animals have
hands; they may have claws and paws but they do not have the
capacity for manual dexterity that is so prominent in humans.2
It has been claimed that the capacity to manipulate the object
world was essential for the intellectual development of the
human brain. Coren's cross cultural research shows that
whereas around 90% of people are right handed only 50% of
monkeys show distinctive right handedness.' In fact, Coren
suggests that humans are "the lop-sided animal."
Handedness goes with sidedness; whereas nine out of 10

people are right handed, eight are right footed, seven are
right eyed, and six right eared. This distinctive asymmetry
in the human population is itself systematic. Perhaps
because of the universality of the sidedness, being left
handed is definitely unfortunate. Throughout human history,
cultural anthropologists have shown, the left side is as-
sociated with evil, with weakness, with the female, and
with illegitimacy.
The symbolism of the hand was pursued in a brilliant essay

by Robert Hertz published in translation as Death and the
Right Hand.' Hertz argued that the polarity between right and
left is a fundamental expression of a religious dualism between
sacred and profane. We find this idea in feudal heraldry,

where a stripe on the left side of a shield was referred to as the
bend sinister-which was a symbol for illegitimacy and gave
an extra meaning to the word sinister.
Coren has collected evidence that left sidedness is related to

differences in morbidity and mortality. Left handers are more
likely than right handers to suffer from insomnia; people
who report allergies are 80% more likely to be left handed.
Left handedness also seems to be associated with certain
behavioural problems such as alcoholism and with suicide.

Is right handedness genetically or culturally determined?
For many generations strong pressure was applied on children
to adopt a right handed preference, and evidence from school
histories suggests that children were stigmatised if they
persisted in left handed practices. Over the past two decades,
however, this stigmatisation has declined, and indeed
in North America there has been a movement towards
ambidexterity. In the 1980s the Ambidextral Cultural Society
flourished, encouraging ambidexterity as a distinct advantage
for children.
Coren has discovered the odd fact that with the aging of

populations left handedness declines. Whereas at the age
of 10 about 15% of the population is left handed, beyond
the age of 80 less than 1% is left handed. The decline of left
handedness could be explained either by cultural pressure
lowering the prevalence of left handedness or by left handed
people dying younger. Coren's research suggested that
people do not transfer from left to right handedness with
age, and he pursued the idea that left handers die younger.
Coren took demographic data on baseball players in the

United States from the Baseball Encyclopedia. He found that
the average age of death for right handers was about 75 while
the average age ofdeath for left handers was 66. The difference
in life, span was a product of differences in birth histories,
slower patterns of growth, sleep problems, immunological
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disturbances, behavioural differences, and a much higher
rate of accidents. Given that most domestic and industrial
appliances are designed for right handers, a high rate of
accidents might be expected among left handers. This is borne
out by Coren's research, in which he found that left handers
were 90% more likely to be injured in an accident and six
times more likely to die from causes initiated by such injuries.

Sidedness or asymmetry is not an exclusive feature of
humans or other warm blooded mammals. Research in
molecular biology, protein structures, bacterial motility,
and intracellular handedness in ciliates was reported at
a Ciba Foundation symposium and showed the virtually
universal nature of asymmetry and handedness in living
systems.4 Perhaps the position was best put in a beautiful
understatement by J W Galloway: "the message from
molecular biology is clearly that ambidextrousness is not
a feature ofbiology at the molecular level."

The message of recent studies is that handedness is not an
issue that clinicians should take lightly. Certainly, physicians
have not neglected the hand in their professional heraldry-it
has played a large part in the heraldic designs of professional
medical associations.5 Perhaps this medical historical research
therefore provides scientific credibility to the old proverb that
there is a right and wrong way of doing everything.
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The knowledge disease

Knowledge is luggage; it is best to travel light

We live in times dominated by knowledge. Knowledge is
heaped on each ofus from the cradle to the grave. Every day at
school, every examination, and every qualification is a test
of the retention of knowledge. To be knowledgeable is
considered important; to be called knowledgeable is a
compliment. Erudition, scholarship, and intellect are
supplementary words to savour. Ignorance may be bliss for
some, but not ifwe want to get on in life.
And yet, as knowledge piles up by the hour, do we really

benefit from carrying as much as we can in our heads? After
all, so much knowledge exists on a myriad of topics. As each
topic grows and multiplies there is no end to it. It is evident,
at least to the discerning, that the "knowledge base" is
exploding in front of us.
What good fortune then that, in the nick of time, the

computer memory has arrived to save us the bother of
remembering all that knowledge. Why not dump most of the
knowledge in the memory bank, to be recalled at the touch of
a button or mouse? A totally comprehensive, continuously
updated encyclopaedia: what could be better? We could then
turn our attention to other valuable activities that cannot be
computerised, such as doing things.
There is another reason for scepticism about the value of

retained knowledge. Firstly, it decays. Almost all knowledge
has a shortening shelf life. For computer science it is a
matter of years; for molecular biology it is even shorter. The
old knowledge is then not just rusty but obsolete. Secondly, as
we cannot yet rinse out the human memory the old knowledge
remains firmly in place, often barring the entry of the new.
This common frame ofmind is often referred to as NIH-not
invented here. It is the normal obstacle to progress.

Filling up the head with more and more about less and less
is undoubtedly the way to academic success, but it carries the
danger of obstructing the process of making connections. So
many specialists fall into the habit of looking where the light
is-that is, offering solutions only in territory familiar to
them. Those trees that obscure the wood are actually trees of
knowledge, and wonderful examples exist of otherwise
excellent researchers who are unable and unwilling to
recognise evidence contrary to their beliefs. This is the land of
prejudice, and such a state of mind can be dangerous, even
fatal, when those beliefs are religious or political.

The burden of the past has always been a problem. The
metaphor of the human race marching backwards into the
future does not upset traditionalists, who see virtue only in the
past. But it is a great weight to carry if the world itself is
changing fast and the price of prosperity is the willingness to
ride the crest of that wave of change. Not for nothing were
Dickens's books on the wisdom of the ages just empty covers.
Not for nothing was the advice given to shoot every officer
over the rank of captain ifthe next war was not to be fought on
the principles ofthe last.
Too much knowledge can therefore be a handicap. Our

preoccupation with knowledge has led to a serious neglect of
other forms of learning. Skills are often only for blue collar
workers. And yet skills, especially intellectual skills, are the
very stuff of life, of jobs, and certainly of wealth creation.
Skills are acquired by practice under the eyes of others. Their
acquisition is a rewarding process that adds to the human
persona in a way that knowledge does not. Doctors and
lawyers have always known that, and the curious position of
medicine and law in universities reflects the distance between
them and the more knowledge based disciplines. Good
citizens are sorely in need of skills, be they computational,
language, financial, management, or, of course, social skills.

Skills are rooted in reality; knowledge is not. Knowledge
quite quickly engenders hypotheses and theories, which take
on an unrealistic life of their own. Reverence for theories
is even greater than for knowledge. As the professor of
economics said, "That's all very well in practice but will
it ever work in theory?" Anyone pedalling abstract ideas (or
paintings) is bound to make a good living because people
are gulled by their assumed ignorance. If these theories
touch life, as with politics and economics, only tragedy can
be expected.
The person who first said that a little knowledge is a

dangerous thing could have gone on to say that more of the
knowledge might be even more dangerous. Knowledge is fine
in small doses. But generally speaking, knowledge is luggage,
and it would be best to travel light.
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